ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE 101: Updating Your Research Skills

Tuesday, January 24, 2017
Seattle Public Library, Level 4 room 5
6 to 8 PM
Due to limited number of seats, please RSVP to Aldean Kilbourn, akilbourn@alaska.edu, or cell 907-460-1419

Introduction - Career options as an Atmospheric Science librarian

Atmospheric Science Basic Reference Sources - what are your “go-to” sources

Atmospheric Science Books - how do we develop our collections now

Atmospheric Science Journals - what do we need to know and why

Key Atmospheric Science Websites - places to know

Atmospheric Science Data - what are the issues

Meteorological and Geoastrophysical Abstracts - MGA vendor explanation of how to use effectively

Questions and Evaluation

Due to limited number of seats, please RSVP to Aldean Kilbourn, akilbourn@alaska.edu, or cell 907-460-1419